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The Ludgate LINC
Programme serves as a
basis for:

Training and support for individuals and organisations
who wish to develop 21st century education skills.
Training and support for individuals, start-up's and
companies which are high growth knowledge based
business.
Research and development activity which will be carried
out in collaboration between blue the Future Skills
Research Centre and industry partner.
Training, consultancy and other supports to improve the
competitiveness of SME's in the region in areas which are
identified as strategic competencies.
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OUR MISSION

To provide equal
opportunities for
individuals and

companies to learn
and develop 21 st

Century skills that will
support their growth

and development.

OUR AIMOUR VISION

Our vision is to create
an ecosystem where

the workforce possess
21 st century skills and
facilitate companies
who are education

focused to
prosper.

Ludgate LINC’s aim is
to enable the

community, industry
and Ludgate to

interact to create
viable enterprises for
West Cork that will

secure the
area’s future in terms

of job creation,
innovation and export

potential.
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OUR CORE PRINCIPALS
LUDGATE LINC WILL USE HYBRID LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS TO
ENGAGE AND DEVELOP 21ST CENTURY SKILLS LOCALLY AND
FURTHER AFIELD

The programmes and curricular delivered via the
Ludgate LINC will be:

4.

3.

1.

2.

Holistic and cohert

Inclusive/ accesible/ student centered

One that fosters a deep approach to learning,
encouraging independence in learning

Based upon/ has links to research/ scolarship

5. Based on feedback, evaluation and review



21ST CENTURY SKILLS

Critical Thinking
Creativity
Collaboration
Communication
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Information Literacy
Media Literacy
Technology Literacy
Flexibilty

Leadership
Initiative
Productivity
Social Skills



OUR STRATEGIC ACTION
PLAN



To develop students as
knowledgable, skillful and creative
participants who are confident and
compentant to develop the basic
fundamentals of 21st century
education skills

SHORT COURSES/
ONLINE TRAINING

To provide facilities for students to
engage in their studies remotely.

LONG COURSES/
ONLINE LEARNING



To develop 21st century skills
through the design and delivery of

custom innovation, workshops,
training, mentorship, consultancy,

sprints & hackathons
 

INNOVATION

To empower people with valuable
tools, educating them about what it
takes to create a high value,
sustainable business that boosts
high value
employment.

VALIDATION



To help entrepreneurs succeed. The
Ludgate Incubator while help

&quot;incubate&quot; disruptive
ideas with the hope of building out

a business model and
company by focusing on innovation.

INCUBATOR

To help entrepreneurs succeed. The
Ludgate Accelerator programmes is geared
towards existing businesses that have the
potential to grow. The accelerator will offer
education support, networking, idea
interrogation and mentoring opportunities
in a hybrid education environment..

ACCELERATOR



To help scaling companies succeed.

SCALING

To better understand future skills
priorities, knowledge gaps, and leading

practices, and will help build capacity to
address these demands. The FSRS is a

collaboration between UCC, CIT & TUD.

FUTURE SKILLS RESEACH
CENTRE & STUDY SPACE



THANK YOU
THE LUDGATE LINC


